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HOW DOES THE PROCESS WORK?

INTRODUCTION
This project utilized the power from a low emissions nuclear
reactor to convert CO2 into synthetic gasoline. CO2 that
would have been released to the environment is captured to
create a useable product. This project is a step towards
creating a carbon neutral way of gasoline production.

CAPEX

NUCLEAR POWER:
The entire process is powered and heated
by Terrestrial Energy’s Integral Molten Salt
Reactor. The reactor also supplies steam to
the process.

San Marcos, Texas

5.7M tonne/y cement manufacturing

1.4M tonnes per year of CO2 is made into
a useable product instead of being
released to the atmosphere

1.8M tonne/y H2O

flue gas with 28% CO2

HIGH TEMPERATURE
ELECTROLYSIS OF STEAM
(HTES):
HTES is used to produce
hydrogen for both the Reverse
Water Gas Shift Process and the
Fischer Tropsch Process.

CO2 AMINE ABSORPTION:
A monoethanolamine solution is used to
absorb the CO2 from flue gas fed from a
cement manufacturing plant.

Green circles represent the
relative size of CO2 emissions
from surrounding cement
manufacturing facilities

REVERSE WATER GAS
SHIFT (RWGS) and
PRESSURE SWING
ADSORPTION (PSA):
The CO2 and H2 react in a
plug flow reactor to create
H2O and CO. The unreacted
CO2 is adsorbed by PSA and is
recycled back to the RWGS
process.
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FISCHER TROPSCH PROCESS:
CO and H2 are sent to the Fischer
Tropsch process to be converted
into C5-C12 hydrocarbon chains
which will then be further refined
into sellable gasoline.
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North

12000 Barrels per Day of C5-C12
Hydrocarbon product to be sent to a
refinery

416K tonne/y
C5-C12 product

Terrestrial Energy, established in 2013, is a leading
technology company in innovative advanced reactors
with a focus on nuclear energy in an effort to bring
consumers emission-free, cost-competitive and
reliable energy.

